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Measure No.14: Integration of modes
Passenger inter-modality schemes fa-
cilitate and streamline journeys that 
involve use of more than one mode. 
Cities can minimise the complexity of com-
bining different modes of transport, help-
ing travellers to use alternatives to the car. 
Interventions that help to achieve this of-
ten focus on the point of transfer between 
modes. 
14.1 Context and background
In effect, a large proportion of all trips in-
clude more than one mode. For instance, 
for able-bodied adults many trips will in-
clude a degree of walking; walking to the 
car or walking to the bus stop. Most of the 
source documents consulted in this review 
though have examined inter-modality as 
the facilitation of the use of two, non-
walking, modes in a journey.  
Where inter-modality is addressed suc-
cessfully, then well integrated transport 
networks can be produced. This has led 
to high bus patronage in cities like Zurich 
where two-thirds of residents working in 
the city travel to work by public transport. 
Mees (2010, p.131). 
Note: Whilst an important aspect of inter-
modality is ‘integrated ticketing’ (Mees, 
2010, p.137) this topic is reviewed in 
Measure 12: Public transport enhance-
ments, whilst ticketing innovations im-
plemented via new technologies such as 
mobile phones are covered in Measure 15 
e-ticketing.
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Key messages:
• The main benefit of Park and Ride (P&R) is to remove car trips out of a city cen-
tre, with the potential for economic (e.g. increased retail activity), and environmental 
benefits.
• The expense and convenience of the P&R site and the overall expense of the serv-
ice are important factors for success. 
• Reducing city centre parking capacity, or increasing the price to make it more 
expensive are factors that will increase the attractiveness of P&R.
• Improved access to public transport is seen to lead to improved ‘customer satis-
faction’. Transfer facilities such as cycle parking and cycle hire are also viewed positively 
- albeit with continuing debate over how effective they might be.
• Studies of improving access to stations suggest that such improvements can pro-
vide ‘good value for money’, better in fact than improving the rail service itself. This is 
an area of emerging evidence still, so this finding is at present based on a relatively 
limited number of sources.
• Measures to promote cycle-bus integration could be particularly beneficial for rid-
ers with low incomes, as well as increasing the area from which bus passengers can be 
drawn. Such schemes could offer positive returns for operators, although estimating 
costs is seen to be problematic.
Potential interventions
• Park and ride, where a car or bike is parked to ride a bus, train, tram etc. 
• Cycles being taken onto buses (after being used for access, and/or for later trav-
el)
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2012). Other studies were written long af-
ter a scheme had been first implemented 
(Parkhurst, 1995).
14.3 What the Evidence Claims
Passenger inter-modality is discussed in 
two contexts, park and ride, and access to 
rail and bus journeys. 
14.3.1 Park and ride
Five items were studied that examined 
park and ride specifically. Of these, two 
investigated bus as the ‘ride’ vehicle, one 
looked at tram and two looked at rail.
Wiseman et al. (2012) suggest that park 
and rides have numerous benefits. One in-
dicator of these benefits is park and ride’s 
popularity. The schemes can be politically 
popular and can have economic benefits 
as in effect they can improve the access 
(including parking) to a city (Wiseman et 
al., 2012, Parkhurst, 1995). In 2003 in 
the Netherlands there were 386 park and 
rides and in 2007 in Great Britain there 
were over 130 (Parkhurst & Meek, 2014, 
p.188). As well as being popular with 
transport authorities park and ride can 
also be popular with users (Seik, 1997). 
Overall the evidence suggests that park 
and ride can achieve high patronage.
Wiseman et al. (2012) suggest a specific 
benefit of park and ride is that it may at-
tract some new users to public transport. It 
can do this by raising awareness of public 
transport and by providing a step change: 
for example car drivers may change to 
park and ride and then change to public 
transport only (Clayton et al. 2014).
Perhaps park and ride’s greatest strength 
is in displacing car trips out of a city cen-
tre. This may have city centre economic, 
ambience and local air quality benefits (al-
though the latter was not investigated in 
the documents consulted). As Clayton et 
al.’s (2014) study suggests, reducing car 
parking and driving in a city centre can be 
particularly important in towns which need 
to provide good tourist access whilst pre-
serving an attractive city centre ambience. 
Park and ride can replace some car trips. 
Parkhurst (1995) found that in Oxford 56% 
14.2 Extent and Sources of Evidence
Although documents have been identified 
in relation to passenger inter-modality, 
studies documenting the before and after 
effects of a scheme are much rarer, (al-
though ‘before and after’ behaviour was 
sometimes hinted at by answers to survey 
questions.) It is also the case that a large 
proportion of the evidence identified as re-
lating to inter-modality concerns park and 
ride schemes.
13 studies were initially selected by the 
project for this measure, although not all 
proved helpful on further inspection, due 
to a lack of relevant empirical evidence. 
Those that were used were supplemented 
with documents from other sources. This 
review draws on 11 source documents in 
total. All except one are peer reviewed 
journal articles. For some studies the data 
has been collected by academics (Cherry 
& Townsend, 2012). For others the aca-
demic has studied data collected previ-
ously by other organisations (Givoni & Ri-
etveld, 2007).
No meta-analyses, in the statistical sense, 
were consulted for the review. One review 
of a number of inter-modality schemes in 
Netherlands was useful as it included de-
scriptive statistics relating to the different 
schemes. Most of the studies consulted 
used specific case studies, either small 
scale, such as specific metro stations, or 
national. 
Studies consulted for this measure were 
from a variety of countries. However, 6 of 
the 11 were from European countries, and 
4 of these were from the Netherlands. It is 
likely that there is a good body of evidence 
from the Netherlands because of the rich-
ness and diversity of the bike and public 
transport provision in that country.
The studies consulted were written with-
in the last two decades and many with-
in the last five years. Judging from the 
dates of the studies consulted, research 
into passenger inter-modality measures 
is ongoing. The types of intervention writ-
ten about are also ongoing. Some of the 
studies consulted were written shortly af-
ter an intervention, such as the study on 
Park and Ride in Adelaide (Wiseman et al., 
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of park and ride commuters who had been 
commuting before the implementation of 
park and ride had previously used car, 
in York 70% had. Wiseman et al. (2012) 
found that 29.8% of park and ride users 
had previously used car. Specifically park 
and ride can reduce car trips in the city 
centres (Wiseman et al., 2012, Clayton et 
al., 2014). 
Some types of park and ride scheme of-
fer better effects on private vehicle kilo-
metres travelled overall than others. Park 
and rides placed at different distances 
from the city centre can have different im-
pacts (Mingardo, 2013). Remote schemes 
(which take the driver from a location 
near the origin of their trip) can lead to 
decreases in vehicle kilometres travelled. 
However, some types of park and ride, 
such as periphery schemes, (which can be 
located at the edge of the destination town 
and take the driver for the last portion of 
the trip only)  can actually increase car 
use (Wiseman et al. 2012). Park and Ride 
can lead to vehicular trips being made that 
otherwise would not have been taken (Min-
gardo, 2013, Clayton et al. 2014). Park 
and ride can also lead to increased car use 
by leading to modal shift away from public 
transport (Wiseman et al. 2012, Clayton et 
al., 2014) and bicycle (Mingardo, 2013). 
In effect this can mean an increase in car 
use (and thus an increase in emissions.) 
Thus Wiseman et al. (2012) found that the 
park and ride scheme in Adelaide had led 
to a car use increase of 4.7 car-km/per-
son/day.  So it is important to consider the 
benefits of decreasing car use in the city 
centre along with the effects on overall car 
travel (Wiseman et al. 2012).
Another caveat to apply to the benefits of 
park and ride is that it may reduce travel 
by active modes. Wiseman et al. (2012) 
suggest from their findings that the 
scheme they examined led to a reduction 
in walking.
Some studies suggest elements affecting 
patronage levels. Factors which led to in-
creasingly successful implementations of 
the Singapore park and ride can be divid-
ed into those internal to the scheme and 
those external to it (Seik, 1997). Internal 
factors included extended parking hours, 
ongoing journeys on bus being included on 
one ticket, improved and more numerous 
car parks, higher financial incentives and 
improved publicising. External factors in-
cluded increased charges for driving and 
parking in the central business district, 
factors which should be considered when 
considering implementing park and ride.
The expense and convenience of parking 
(Seik, 1997, Mingardo, 2013, Parkhurst, 
1995) and overall expense (Wiseman et 
al., 2012, Seik, 1997,) in relation to other 
mode options, seem of particular impor-
tance to the patronage of park and ride. 
Other factors included the comfort (Min-
gardo, 2013) of the facilities.
Reflections on the evidence
None of the items on park and ride includ-
ed a before and after survey. The stud-
ies consulted had been conducted after 
implementation. Often data collection was 
by survey. As discussed above a key sur-
vey question concerned the mode that had 
been used previously to using park and ride 
(Wiseman et al. 2012, Parkhurst, 1995, 
Mingardo, 2013). This is in effect a ‘before 
and after’ question: The ‘after’ data is the 
rider using the park and ride, and the ‘be-
fore’ is their stated previous mode. This is 
key because as discussed above switching 
from car only trips can be seen positively, 
but switching from bus or bicycle nega-
tively. The strategy of surveying park and 
ride users about their previous mode and 
the location of their trip origin can reveal 
a lot about the success or otherwise of the 
scheme. This data can, without great com-
plexity, give estimates to the total change 
in car travel caused by the park and ride, 
and associated CO2 emissions.
Of course this data is limited to park and 
ride users only. It does not capture those 
who have left park and ride and their rea-
sons for doing so, or non-park and ride us-
ers and the reasons why they have never 
used the scheme. However, Clayton et al. 
(2014) in effect conducted a park and ride 
user and non-user (people parking in the 
city centre) survey and through this were 
able to draw out different demographic 
profiles for users and non-users.
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cally if they perceive the ongoing provi-
sion of the park and ride is under threat.) 
The strength of surveying park and ride 
users (which most of the studies did) is 
that reasons for choosing that mode can 
be isolated. Such isolation would be dif-
ficult to achieve simply by looking at pa-
tronage levels.
Although inferences can be made from the 
above studies about the effects of park 
and ride on total levels of car travel in a 
city, an empirical study which measured 
this total, before and after park and ride 
implementation was not found. This would 
be a potential for a further study. Another 
study could look at park and ride schemes 
historically and globally looking for cor-
relations between political, economic and 
transport conditions and patronage. This 
would involve some wisdom in drawing out 
the important factors.
 
The studies consulted have findings that 
are relevant in other countries/locations. 
However, the studies indicate that some 
country specific factors may have been 
present. For instance Seik (1997) records 
that in Singapore there were increasing 
population, income and car ownership 
combined with very limited geographical 
space. This led to charging for driving and 
parking in central urban areas, which in-
creased the park and ride’s popularity. In 
the case of England, there was a histori-
cal favouring of the scheme type and also 
a concessionary fare for older bus users 
(Clayton et al. 2014). These factors may 
support park and ride.
Levels of affluence in the local population 
may affect patronage of park and ride. 
This is because one of the main attractions 
for users of the scheme type is that it can 
be cheaper than parking in the city centre. 
Some of the park and ride schemes 
that Parkhurst (1995) and Clayton et al. 
(2014) studied had commenced 20 to 30 
years earlier, this points to durability of 
the schemes.
The studies consulted suggest that impor-
tant factors for high patronage are the ex-
pense and convenience of the associated 
parking site and the overall expense of the 
service. It is key to understand that the 
convenience of parking and expense of us-
Seik (1997) offers evidence of another na-
ture. This evidence is the ‘real life’ level of 
success (patronage) of a Singapore park 
and ride. This scheme was a failure at 
first but its success increased with succes-
sive altered reimplementation. Thus Seik 
(1997) is able to suggest reasons why the 
scheme became increasingly successful in 
terms of patronage. 
 A final method for investigating park and 
ride behaviour is that of observing be-
haviour rather than surveying. Mingardo 
(2013) reports observational research to 
see whether drivers were parking in park 
and ride car parks but then walking to 
their destination.
The nature of park and ride schemes (com-
pared to national rail for instance) means 
that studies tend to be quite focused geo-
graphically, often studying the park and 
rides serving a specific city.
 
By surveying present users of park and 
ride, the data collected in the studies 
consulted do reflect real-world attitudes 
and behaviour. The statistical processes 
involved in the studies on park and ride 
tend to be reasonably transparent descrip-
tive statistics. (Such as the percentage of 
people that had used car before park and 
ride.) Numbers of park and riders surveyed 
in the studies vary markedly. For instance, 
Seik’s (1997) sample was n=122, Clayton 
et al. (2014) surveyed n=721. 
The studies adopted different strategies 
in terms of the time of day that users 
were surveyed. Perhaps people travelling 
at different times of day and for different 
purposes could be better accounted for, 
by stratified sampling, if a way to do this 
could be found.
As discussed above, patronage of park and 
ride services can be influenced by exter-
nal factors, such as the price of parking in 
the city centre (Seik, 1997), concession-
ary public transport fares for older peo-
ple  (Clayton et al. 2014) or public trans-
port provision in areas surrounding the 
city (Parkhurst, 1995). The importance of 
these factors is understood through peo-
ple’s stated reasons for using/not using a 
park and ride. (Although it is possible that 
park and ride users might answer tacti-
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ing park and ride matter in as far as they 
compare to other modes. Thus if parking 
in the city centre is made more expensive, 
park and ride becomes more attractive 
(see Seik, 1997).
14.3.2 Access to rail and bus journeys
The second group of studies examined 
for this measure relate to various forms 
of access to rail or bus journeys via other 
modes. (The distinction between these 
and park and ride are sometimes blurred.) 
These studies identified different aspects 
of access. A quick summary is useful:
Brons et al. (2009) and Givoni & Rietveld 
(2007) sought to understand how impor-
tant the journey to the rail station is to 
overall satisfaction with the journey in the 
Netherlands. Givoni & Rietveld (2007) also 
discussed the importance of various fac-
tors for improving access to stations.
Martens (2007) examined a number of 
interventions introduced under the Dutch 
Bicycle Master Plan, aimed at improving 
bike/rail and bike/bus inter-modality.
Hagelin & Datz (2005) looked at facilities 
to take bikes on board buses, in Florida, 
U.S.
Chen et al. (2012) examined factors im-
portant to the popularity of bike use as an 
access/egress mode to metro journeys in 
Nanjing, China.
Cherry & Townsend (2012) examined Met-
ro/bus interchange in Bangkok, Thailand 
and how this could be improved. 
The studies above more often dealt with 
access to rail rather than to bus. They 
found that accessibility to and from rail-
way stations is important and can influ-
ence customer satisfaction with the overall 
journey and hence rail patronage (Brons et 
al. 2009, Givoni & Rietveld, 2007). In ad-
dition to being important, accessibility to 
stations was considered by passengers to 
be one of the aspects of the Dutch railway 
needing most improvement (Brons et al. 
2009, Givoni & Rietveld, 2007). Givoni & 
Rietveld (2007, p.362) found that passen-
ger ratings of the access to Dutch railway 
stations averaged between ‘insufficient’ 
and ‘sufficient’. Brons et al. (2009) sug-
gest that improving accessibility can pro-
vide good value for money, both in terms 
of increased satisfaction and number of 
trips and can be more cost effective than 
improving the rail service itself.
The studies consulted differentiate be-
tween the access journey to/from a rail-
way station and the actual transfer from 
one mode to another at the station. Brons 
et al. (2009) suggest that the access jour-
ney is more important than the transfer 
facilities at the station.
Some of the studies consulted examine the 
access of rail journeys, by public transport. 
Brons et al. (2009) found that connection 
between rail and other public transport 
had important and statistically significant 
effects on customer satisfaction with the 
rail journey. Without improvements being 
made, accessing rail by public transport 
can be problematic. Problems identified in 
rail/bus transfer in Bangkok included large 
distances between metro stops and bus 
stops, difficult boarding conditions for bus-
es, lack of bus timetables and lack of per-
sonal security Cherry & Townsend (2012). 
These are all areas where important im-
provements could be made.
Some of the studies consulted dealt spe-
cifically with accessing rail by bike. Chen 
et al. (2012) suggest that using cycle to 
access rail was popular amongst those 
surveyed in Nanjing, China. However its 
popularity was variable according to the 
time sensitivity and purpose of the trip: 
Bicycle is more likely to be used when the 
trip is less time sensitive.
For cycle riders, in addition to the cycling 
access journey to a train station, there is 
also the task of parking the cycle. Brons 
et al. (2009) found that unguarded bicycle 
parking had positive and statistically sig-
nificant impacts on rail user satisfaction. 
Martens (2007) also suggests better cy-
cle parking can lead to improved satisfac-
tion and may lead to increased rail use. 
Martens found improvements of quality 
and extent of bike parking (along with 
improvements to ‘walking routes to train 
platforms’) in five small stations led to an 
increase of satisfaction of rail users from 
5.3 to 7.1, out of 10. The success of the 
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cility can attract new customers and can 
increase the area from which bus passen-
gers can be drawn. Hagelin & Datz (2005, 
p.57) conclude that public transport com-
panies can receive returns far greater than 
their investment through bike on board 
programs. However, the report also con-
cedes that it is difficult to estimate the 
costs involved in providing such programs.
Reflections on the evidence
The studies on access to rail and bus jour-
neys did draw on real life attitudes, often 
using surveys of users’ satisfaction levels. 
Most of the studies on access to rail and 
bus journeys did not chart both before and 
after findings. However they did record 
patronage and customer satisfaction lev-
els with various access facilities. Martens 
(2007) was an exception in measuring 
overall satisfaction with bike/rail journeys 
before and after a number of improve-
ments were made to facilities. In effect 
Cherry & Townsend’s (2012) study repre-
sents a ‘before’ study, highlighting priori-
ties for change. Whilst Chen et al.’s (2012) 
study represents an ‘after’ study.
Most of the studies drew on surveys chart-
ing customer satisfaction, with their overall 
journey or with specific facilities. Martens 
(2007) however also drew on observation-
al data collection of the number of cycles 
parked at stations. Martens also drew on 
patronage figures for a cycle hire scheme.
The studies used a range of statistical tests 
ranging from simple descriptive statistics 
to Principle component analysis.
The occurrence of accessing rail and bus 
stations is less geographical focused than 
park and ride schemes. Thus the issue 
arises of how representative surveys con-
ducted about access to rail and bus are. 
Some of the studies involved secondary 
analysis of national surveys (Givoni & Ri-
etveld, 2007). Other researchers handed 
out surveys at two or three metro stations 
(Cherry & Townsend, 2012, Chen et al. 
2012). The ability of these stations to rep-
resent more general patterns and condi-
tions is questionable. However good sam-
ple sizes (n=1784 in total) were achieved.
In general it is hard from the studies to 
ascertain the link between attitudes to ac-
improvements was also attested to by in-
creases in numbers of bikes parked at the 
stations. Martens reports that 11% of re-
spondents said that better bicycle parking 
might lead them to travel more by bike 
and rail. The importance of improving cy-
cle parking on overall trip satisfaction is 
however contested by Givoni & Rietveld 
(2007). Chen et al. (2012) report the find-
ing that distance between bicycle parking 
and station may be an important factor.
Martens studied various other measures 
to improve bike/bus integration, some of 
these were more successful than others: 
An integrated group of measures aimed 
at facilitating bike-and-ride on a specific 
transport corridor, through improving the 
bus priority and adding bicycle parking, 
resulted in an increase of bus patronage. 
However, in other pilot schemes Martens 
(2007) found that facilities like bike lock-
ers were not greatly used. The price for 
the user of bus/bike schemes should be 
considered: a pilot scheme to sell a ‘bicy-
cle-bus-bicycle’ product, including bicycle 
lockers at the bus stops and a travel pass 
for the bus, was not popular due the price 
of the product, people preferring to cycle 
(only) to work and car dependency. 
Provision for egress journeys by bike, from 
either train or bus to a non-home desti-
nation, can be beneficial. The two obvious 
options for how the egress journey can be 
made by cycle are either to have a second 
cycle which is left parked near the station, 
or to hire a cycle. PT-bicycles is an exam-
ple of a bike hire scheme (Martens, 2007). 
During 2000 to 2004, this facility had been 
successful, with the number of participat-
ing stations rising from 4 to 72, number of 
users rising to 10,000 and trips rising to 
more than 100,000/year. Martens’ survey 
data suggest that PT-bicycles had led to 
some modal shift. 15% of users had previ-
ously been using car. 
An alternative to needing two cycles to 
complete a public transport trip is to take 
the cycle on board. Hagelin & Datz (2005) 
found that being able to take bikes on 
board buses had a number of specific ben-
efits. They found that this facility could be 
particularly beneficial for riders with low 
incomes. People using the service tended 
to use it regularly and long term. The fa-
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cess facilities and actual behaviour. It is 
difficult to isolate the accessibility factors 
from other external factors that may affect 
mode choice.
An absence within the studies consulted is 
economic study examining the economic 
cost/benefits of the schemes. However 
Brons et al. (2009) do suggest from their 
study that it is when the cost of improv-
ing accessibility to stations is considered 
that improving access to stations becomes 
desirable compared to improving other as-
pects of the rail service. The study sug-
gested that accessibility improvements to 
smaller stations would be likely to be less 
costly than improving the travel-time reli-
ability of trains, timetables or station qual-
ity.
One weakness with the source documents 
consulted are that they are not numerous 
or diverse enough to be representative of 
the different rail, road and cycling condi-
tions in different countries. Three of the 
studies are from the Netherlands where 
cycling facilities are unusually good (Mar-
tens, 2007) and where there is a higher 
density of railway lines and stations than 
is average in the EU (Brons et al., 2009, 
Givoni & Rietveld, 2007). Other stud-
ies come from Thailand and China where 
conditions are likely to be different to EU 
countries.
14.4 Lessons for Successful Deploy-
ment of this measure
Key lessons emerging from the evidence 
include:
• Strong, supportive political will 
seems to be an important driver of 
(commercial) success for park and 
ride. 
• The public popularity of park and 
ride is important; its attractiveness will 
depend on how it compares with the 
other modes available to access the 
city centre.
• Physical proximity is essential for 
effective inter-modality. The distances 
between train station/bus stop and bi-
cycle parking or between train station 
and bus stop, should be small. One 
‘must have’ for effective inter-modali-
ty is physical proximity. The evidence 
suggested that the distances between 
train station/bus stop and bicycle park-
ing or between train station and bus 
stop, should be small.
• Whilst improvements to train and 
bus station accessibility can increase 
patronage this will also significantly de-
pend on the quality of the bus and rail 
services. Low-quality, expensive, in-
frequent or poorly routed services and 
stations that are unattractive will limit 
potential increases. There is a case 
made for making investments here into 
stations that already have high levels 
of services, and where there are big lo-
cal populations.
• It is important that efforts are 
made to inform user and non-user per-
ceptions of accessibility to stations/
stops and accessibility improvements. 
Car users in particular may have a neg-
atively biased perception of the public 
transport accessibility to train stations. 
• For both park and ride and ac-
cess improvements, it is important to 
consider which mode trip makers will 
leave in order to use the improved 
public transport options. Where pos-
sible, pricing and incentives should be 
used to manage this carefully.
14.5 Additional benefits
As well as the evidence of economic and fi-
nancial benefits of interventions discussed 
above, there are a number of additional 
benefits that are claimed for these poli-
cies:
 
• Improved access: P&R can im-
prove access to a city. This can be 
particularly important in towns which 
need to provide good tourist access 
whilst preserving an attractive city 
centre. This may also help facilitate 
other changes such as pedestrianisa-
tion schemes – with potential benefits 
for businesses and for air quality in a 
city centre. 
• Modal shift: P&R may attract 
some new users to public transport by 
raising awareness and by offering a 
high-quality service which may encour-
age car drivers to change to P&R and 
then change to public transport.
• Customer satisfaction: Accessi-
bility to and from railway stations can 
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‘Passenger inter-modality’ covers a broad 
range of scheme types, and so drawing 
common conclusions across them is dif-
ficult. Two key principles of success do 
emerge though. Firstly, pricing and incen-
tives are important, and influence which 
modes travellers switch from, and second-
ly, whilst it is critical that the interchange 
facilities are high-quality to be successful, 
the same is true for the journey segments 
they connect. 
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influence customer satisfaction with 
the overall journey and hence rail pa-
tronage.
• Increased patronage: Cycle fa-
cilities at stations and or related to 
bus travel may also lead to increased 
use of these modes by now facilitating 
a combined journey which previously 
would not be possible by public trans-
port alone. 
14.6 Summary
The evidence base for park and ride draws 
on studies from contrasting countries 
around the world. Studies often provide 
clear estimates of some of the impacts of 
the scheme, but there are gaps in the re-
search concerning the perceptions of park 
and ride by non-users, and also before and 
after studies, in the strict sense. Park and 
ride schemes can be successful in achiev-
ing popularity and patronage where the 
right conditions are present.
 
The likely successes and drawbacks of 
park and ride should be considered before 
implementing. It is likely that the main 
benefits of the scheme will be to displace 
trips out of a city centre, which may have 
political, economic and ambience benefits. 
Some types of park and ride, such as re-
mote park and ride can be more effective 
in reducing overall car travel levels than 
others.
The evidence relating to rail and bus in-
terchange was often limited, although im-
proved access was seen to lead to greater 
customer satisfaction, and additional data 
was emerging through simple usage stud-
ies. Transfer facilities such as cycle park-
ing and cycle hire were viewed positively 
overall, though there was some debate 
about their effectiveness. More generally 
studying interchange facilities at rail sta-
tions was seen to be challenging, because 
of the variation in numbers of travellers, 
station facilities, and in the transport com-
plexity of each location. Whilst the studies 
consulted did not deal with the economic 
cost/benefits of improving access in de-
tail, claims are being made that improving 
accessibility to train stations can provide 
good value for money, better in fact than 
improving the rail service itself.
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